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Location Triggering and
Beacon Technology
CAPTURE REAL-TIME FEEDBACK

BENEFITS:
Gather real-time feedback
■ In-store displays
■ Exit surveys
Enhance customers’
opinion of your brand
■ Fully-branded app
■ Perceived as hi-tech
Leverage a smart
and flexible platform
■ 	Configure delays
in deployment
and validation

Understanding the behavior, needs, and wants of your customers
is the key to business success. Unfortunately, it’s just not practical
to manually observe large numbers of customers to identify
behavior and seek meaningful feedback.
With Confirmit Location Triggering, you can easily capture customer location data
through geo-fencing and/or using the more precise Beacon technology. The data
you collect can be analyzed alongside other rich sources of customer data and used
to automatically initiate the appropriate next step. With this technology, you gain
insight into key customer behaviors, such as the path to purchase, or non-purchase,
and you can selectively trigger in-the-moment actions, such as requesting customer
feedback. And Confirmit’s location triggering technology can be easily integrated
with existing customer technologies, such as a branded app, to deliver the location
data for customer-specific actions in an online or offline environment.
Location triggering integrates with Confirmit Horizons to help you make
intelligent decisions that drive insights to help you deliver outstanding levels of
customer service.

Track customer behavior and get real-time feedback
■

C
 ollect and analyze customer behavior data such as the path to purchase,
promotion conversion rates, and more

■

C
 orrelate customer behavior with purchase patterns and demographics

■

G
 et in-the-moment feedback to drive improved customer experience and
better service

What is Location triggering and Beacon technology?
Confirmit Horizons is now able to deploy surveys or custom messages based on
panelists’ location or proximity to a Beacon. Using this technology, panelists receive
a message or survey through your fully-branded app at the location of your choice.
Location triggering can identify when a panelist is near, has entered, or exits a store
or branch location. Beacon technology, on the other hand, is used for more precise
triggering. For example, by strategically placing a small device, called a Beacon, near
an in-store display, panelists within the proximity you specify will receive an alert.

What can Confirmit Location triggering and Beacon
technology do for my Business?
Both Location and Beacon triggering technologies for Confirmit Horizons leverage
smart and flexible mobile technology that allows your business to benefit from
deeper insight into in-themoment customer behavior such as path to purchase,
promotion conversion rates, and more. The data you collect can be correlated with
purchase patterns and demographics to provide unparalleled customer intelligence
that can be used to drive your business to the next level.
Your fully-branded app is constantly monitoring panelists’ location and/or “listening”
for a beacon signal and when a panelist is within your specified proximity your survey
or message is deployed. It’s that easy!
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Want to learn more? Click on the play button below
to watch the video.
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